**Information Infrastructure Use Agreement**

To: The President, National University Corporation Tokyo Institute of Technology

In using the National University Corporation Tokyo Institute of Technology (“the Institute”) information infrastructure, I agree to abide by “the Guideline for the Tokyo Tech Information Infrastructure Use”, “Information Ethics Policy of Tokyo Institute of Technology”, “Information Security Policy of Tokyo Institute of Technology”*1, and “Guideline for the Proper Use of Tokyo Institute of Technology Authentication Card”*2. I also fully understand that the transmission and receipt of information inside and outside the Institute and the use of information devices and software are accompanied by social and legal responsibility, and I pledge to engage in use in moderation based on good conscience and without causing disorder to the information environment or damage to others. In addition, I will use the Institute’s information infrastructure with the understanding that I may have to bear responsibility if I cause damage to the Institute and/or others by wrongfully using the Institute’s information infrastructure.

Furthermore, I consent to the Institute accessing communication logs and communication patterns for information security purposes as necessary.

Date (YYYY/MM/DD) : _________________________________

Type of Student ID Card : Undergraduate / Master / Doctor / Other

Affiliation (School/Department/Graduate major) : _________________________________

Student ID # : ____________________________ (Not required if not issued)

Name : _________________________________

Signature or Seal : _________________________________

---

*1. Refer to “Guidelines for Information Ethics and Security” (published by Tokyo Institute of Technology).

*2. Described on the back of the student ID card.